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Fusion F3 Range Of High Quality Protective Keyboard Travel bags. 
 
Whilst there are many gig bags on the market, none can offer the versatility and adaptability  
of the high quality Fusion range. When it comes to transporting your instrument, be it a 
keyboard, guitar, cello, brass or woodwind, this British based company, offer stunning, 
innovative, problem solving ideas for the modern musician. 
 
Now with over 140 Fusion bags in the range, Fusion have hit the sweet spot, and taken 
‘protective-instrument-portability’ to a totally new level.  
 
The new F3 Range of gig bags, caters for 16 of the most popular keyboard dimensions,  
from 556 x 232 x 78mm up to 1530 x 530 x 230mm, whilst internal Velcro lined padded 
blocks, are easily removed or re arranged for an alternative custom fit. 
 
Divided into four groups, the small to mid-sized bags are fully lined with either 15 or 20mm 
high density foam padding and lined with non-scratch nylon material, ensuring full instrument 
protection. There’s also an internal security sleeve to hold the keyboard in place. 
 
To ease transportation, all Fusion F3 Keyboard gig bags can be carried via discreet grab 
handles, adjustable sturdy strap handles, shoulder straps, or padded back-pack style for 
hands free use, whilst numerous spacious internal padded pockets, offers protection for 
accessories, including MP3 players and mobile phones.    
 
Mid to large keyboards benefit from thicker 20 or 30mm high density foam padding,  
again with a variety of carry styles, and accessory pouches, but with an additional smooth-
rolling-wheeled trolley system, as an alternative option to move heavier models. 
 
An external material of robust, high quality, shower proof polyester is employed throughout 
the Fusion F3 Keyboard Series, with chunky polyester piping, reflective segments and 
inverted zips with stylish rubber zip pulls to avoid scratching the instrument. 
 
Fusion F3 Keyboard gig bags RRP £35 - £129. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc72lGQsKM0 

Fusion’s F3 Gig Bags ......the perfect choice for the keyboard player on the move.                             

FUSION… more than just a gig bag.  //ENDS//   
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